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No. 2: David Chipperfield
Instructions.

Care and maintenance

Warning

This product is made of solid brass.
Brass will naturally darken over time and
fingerprints, grease, water etcetera may
leave stains on the surface. If you wish
to keep the high polished surface, you will
need to polish the brass regularly with
a brass polish. Brass should never be
placed in a dishwasher.

Keep this oil lamp out of reach of children
1–3 years old, both in use and when
stored.

Use a 2 mm Ø wick for best result.
Recommended functional height of the
wick is 3 mm. Use only with high quality
lamp oil.
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In case of small children, just a sip of
lamp oil – or even sucking the wick – may
lead to life-threatening lung damage.
If lamp oil is swallowed, do not induce
vomiting. Seek medical advice immediately
or contact a poison information centre and
show these warnings.
If the oil lamp is over-filled or the top part is
not properly screwed on to the lamp base,
a minor oil leak may occur. If the lamp is
placed on a fragile surface, we recommend
to use a trive.
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1. All included parts. Top part including
the wick (a), lamp holder (b), reflectors
(c), wick guard (d).
2. Poor the lamp oil into the lamp
holder (b) (max 50 ml). Use a high quality
lamp oil. Insert the top part (a) on the
lamp holder (b) and rotate until it stops.
Then place the two reflectors (c) in your
preferred positions.
3. For safety reasons there is a wick guard
(d) supplemented that shall be used as
a protection in the presence of children.
The wick guard shall be inserted between
the wick and the lamp holder.
NOTE: The wick guard (d) can get hot,
handle with care.
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